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Astrono:rny. - "Appl'omimate f01'nwlae oj a high degl'ee oj ac
cumcy f01' the relations of the triangles in the determi17ation 
of an elliptic ol'bit from tlL1'ee obsel'vations." By J. WEEDER. 

(Communicated by Prof. H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN.) 

The places in space occupied by the observed planet or comet at 
the instants tt> t2 and ts are indicated by PI> P2 and Ps, the posi
!ion of the sun is indicated by Z. 

For the determination of an eUiptic orbit we mainIy proceed as 
follows: first by means of successive approximation we derive the 
distances P1Z = '1\, P2Z = r2) PaZ = '1'3 from the daw. of the obser
vations, from which distances the elements of the orbit are directly 
computed without using the intervals of time. From the obw.ined 
ellipse we can again derive tlle intervals of time in order to test the 
accuracy of the results and compare them with the realones. In 
case they perfectly a,gree, the ellipse found satisfies all the conditions 
of the problem, but as a ruIe this is not so. The cause of it is 
that, in order to calcuIate the rlistances '1\, r 2, and r 3, we nse 

. triangle P1ZP2 
approximate fOl'mulae to express the relatlOns t' I P ZP = na 

rIang el, a 
triangle P

2
ZPg 

and t. 1 P ZP = n1 in terms of the intervaIs of time and of the 
l'lang e 1 8 

t111'ee distitnCeS to be fonnd, while neglecting the terms of the 2nd, 31U 

Ol' 4th order with respect to the intervals. Indeed, different expressions 
have been proposed for n1 and na, some recommending themselves by 
greater simplicity, others by greater accuracy, but, so far as I know, 
in the general case of unequal intervals none of them contain the 
quantities of the fOUl'th order ,with respect to the intervals. 

The errors in the calculated distances '1\, '1'2 and ra and those in t11e 
elements of the orbit derived from them a,l'e generally of the same 
order as that of the tel'ms omitted in the expressions for n1 and ns' 

Accurate and at the same time simpIe expl'essions fol' n1 and na 
lmve been given by J. W. GIBBS 1). 

The pUl'pose of this pa,per is to develop, a,ccording to GIBBS' method, 
expressions fol' n1 and na which include the terms ot' the 4th order; 
at the same time a new del'ivation of GIBBS' l'ela,tions is given. 

In the ellipse sought let P be the position of the heavenly body 
at the time t, al and y its heliQcentric rectangular cool'dinates in the 

1) J. W. GlBBS: On the determination of elliptic orbits from thrf'e complete 
observations. Memoirb of the national academy of sciences. Vol. IV, 2; p, 81. 
Washington 1889. 
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plane of the Ol'bit, and 7' = ZP, then mand y satisfy the following 
differential equations 

wherein we have put 'l' = k (t-t l ) as independenJ variabIe instead 
of 1he time t; 'l' is therefore the time reckoned from the epo('h of 
the first observation and expressed in the unit for which, in the 
solar system, the acceleration = 1 at a distance from the sun 
which is adopted as unit of length; k is the constant of GAUSS 

[log 7t, = 8.235 581 4414 -10]. 
While designating the rectangulal' coordinates of P l ,P2,Pa by COlTe-

I 
tlJlY - YI''IJ triangle PlZP 

sponding indices I remar {. that n = ---- = ---=-=-=-
''ClYa-Yl,'lJa triangle PlZPa 

satisfies a similar diffel'ential equation as mand y, namely: 

d2n n 
-= --=ii. 
dT:2 ,,3 

At the times ti (T: = 0), t2 ('l' = 'la), ta Cl' = 'l'2) 

the values of nare 0 + na + 1 and 

the values of ti o 1 

9'2
3 

9'33 

Consequently in the development of n in a series of ascending 
powel's of 'l' alter MAC LAURIN, the terms of the power zero and 2 
vvill be wanting. If in this expansion we do not go farther than the 
4th power of T, we require only 3 indefinite coefficients which may 
be eJiminated ti'om the following 4 relations: 

n3 = [(1"1:8 + [(3T a
3 + 

1 = [(1"1:2 + ](3"1:2
3 + 

1 
l' a a 

[(4"1: 3
4 + 14 

](4"1:2
4 + l!\ 

The remaining relation yields an expression for na In "1:2, Ta' 7'2' 1'3 

and the remaindel's 14' F4 , 12 and F2 • 

The indices which 1 have used for the remainders, indicate the 
order of these terms with respect to "1:; 1~, for instance, which 
begins with [(6"1:2

6 is of the 4 rh order of T, which is eVIdent when 
we express the coefficients J( in terms of the derivatives of n for 
'(; = 0 and develop the latter by means of the differential equation 
tbr n as products of no, For clearness 1 sha11 here give this 
development : 
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1 
where z is put for -

~ ".3 

d 
From the differential equation dT: (1,30 + 1') = 0, satisfied by 1', we 

1 
can derive the following differential equation for ft = "8 : 

r 

which may serve to eliminate z' from the higher derivatives. 

- = 5 Z - - + - - .in + (Z2 - 3z) ft • 
dGn ( ]i 8 .i

2
) 

dr G Z 9 Z2 

For T: = 0, n is equal to zero and f, = /(1' hence 

If we snbstltute the expressions for the coefficients /( in the second 
of the 4 relations, this becomes: 

_ I 1, 2 1. 3 Z1
2

- 3z1 4 I 
1 - [(11"2 /1 -- {3 ZI1"2 - 122'l t 2 + 120 T:, •• 'I 

and from this it clearly appears that KI and the other coefiicients 

1(, in sa far as they dep end on the intervals, are of the order ..: . 
t'2 

From the 4 l'elalions with the indetinite coeffici~nts 1(, /(3' /(4 we 
Hnd by eliminating the latter : 

f 
-I - 1"2

2
+1"21"3-1"3

2 

(~+ r) 11" = !l-P _ 1"3
2

+1"31"2-1"2
2 

(~+ p) \ 
na 4 12 l' 3 .2 2 4 12 l' a 2 t's' 

2 B 

From this eqtlation I sol ve : 

where 
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! + .f! 't'22+'t'.'t'a-'t'a
2 

_ 't'a IF + F 't'8'+'t'B't',-'t',' I 
4 h 12 't' I 4 2 12 ! 

R~ = 2+' 2 • 
't'S 't','t'a-'t'8 

1 - ----:--:---:---
121'2 a 

This remainder is appal'ently of the 4th order with respect to the 
intervals. If we neglect the terms of higher order than the fourth 
we can replace in B4 : 14 by K6Ta6, F4 by K6't'/, I. by 20K.Ta

a and 
F. by 20](.'1'. a; and we obtain as supplementary term, accurate to the 
fom'th order 

1 
+"3 K6T, ('t'. + 'l's) ('I'. - 'l's) (2't'2 - l's) ('I'. - 2't'a) , 

which expres sion vanishes on account of the last factor, in the case 
of equal intervals. 

The cOl'responding approximate farmu]a for n l can be derived by 
triangle PZPa 

developing (he relation . I P ZP , depending' on the time, in ascend-
tnang e I a 

ing powers of le (ts - t) and fllrther by proceeding in the same manner 
as we have done for ns, The resllH for 12] is derived from the pl'e
ceding result by interchanging the indices 1 and 3, in which case 
TI stands for k (ta - t.), hence: 

TI'-rTI't'.-T,' 
1------

't'l 12r a 
n l = - 2 1 • - R4 . 

'1'2 '1', +'t'.'t'l-Tl 1------
121'2 a 

The l'emainder of n l is not only of the same order as that of na' 
but even in the 41h order it has the same absolute value, with a diffe
rent sign however. This appears clearly when, using the relation 
T. = 't'l + t'a, we express the correction of the 4th order for ns in 
tel'ms of 'I' I and 'I' a; th is cOl'rection takes the fallowing farm, which is 
symmetl'icaI with respect to Tl and Ta: 

1 
"3 K5't'1't's (2TI + 't'a) (Tl + 2'1'3) (Tl - Ta) . 

In the remainder of n l t11e coefficient Ló may be assumed equal 
to ](5' Therefore these approximate formulae always give for 
nl + na an accurate value (comp. p. 758), including the terms of 
the 4th order of the interval. 

The denominatol's of these expreflsions for n l and na, although here 
different in farm, are in deed identical; the expressions themselves 
agree with those derived from the fUlldamental equation adopted by 
GIBBS beLween the 3 vectol'S ZP1 , ZP. and ZPB which can be easily 
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reduced to the form: 

~(1 _ 'l'l~+'t\'l'~~-t'~') ZP
l 

+ Ta (1- t'3'+rS1:'~~-T2')ZP3 = 
~ 1~ ~ 1~ 

= (1 _ 1:', '+T,Ta-Ta 2) ZP • 
12'1' 3 , , 

This equation is &atisfied by the real pI aces of the object when 
we neglect a residual of the 5tll order with respect to thtl intervals 
of time. This signifies little, ho wever, when compared with the 
accuracy of the places calculated aftel' GIBBs' method, which rigo
rou&ly satisfy them; for each set of vector cOl'l'ections L ZPt! L ZP, 
and L ZP does not lessen the agreement below the 5tll order with 
respect to the intervals of tIme, provided they satisf)' the condition 

Tl - 'l's - --
- L ZPI + - L ZPs = L ZP2 
T2 T2 

and are not below the 3ld order with respect to those intervals. 
Because in GIBBS' method the relations n1 and n3 contain errors 

of the 4th order, it would follow from this that the places computed 
aftel' this method are inaccurate in the 4th order aIso. But thanks to 
the circumstance that GIBBS' method includes for n l + na the terms 
of the 4th order in all cases, its results are yet correct in terms of 
the 4th order. 

This special feature of GlBBS' method has been p0inted out by 
E. WEISS 1). 

In order to obtain for n l and na expressions including in all cases 
the 4th order of the intervals of time and containing besides them 

1 1 1 
only ---"3 = Z'l' :; = z, and 3" = za, I have used the relation derived 

1'1 '1'2 1's 

1 
on p. 754 Ks= -'6 Z1 Kl' 

Starting from the development 

n = Kl T + Ka 'ta + K4 1. 4 + K. T· + l'emainder of the 5th order 

I ean make use of the following relations between the coefficients 
I{, the quantities ZI' Z~, za and ns' 

n8 = Kl T 8 + Ka Ta a + K4 Ta 4 + K, TaG + tó 
l=KIT~+ K s T,3+ K4T,4+ K.T,5-\-J?6 

- $, na = -t- 6Ka Ta + 12.K4 Ta' + 20K6 'l',3 + Ja 
- Z3 + 6Ka T, + 12K4 T~' + 20K, T, a + 1/. 

0= Kizi + 6Ka 
-----

1) E. WEISS, Ueber die Bestimmung der Bahn eines Himmelskörpel's aus drei 
Beobachtungen. DenkschIiften der Mathem. Naturw. Classe der WIenel' Akademie. 
Bd. LX (1893). 
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By eliminating Kl> Ks, K. and K5 we derive from them the 
following eq uation : 

I ('t/ (2'l'~ - 5Ts) ) 
't'~ I (na - J.) 1 + 60't'a Zl-

!: (2T~S+2T~'Ts+2T~'t's'-3Ts3 T~~T8(4T2-3Ta») I 
- (nsz~+ a) 60T

s 
- 720 Zl \ = 

_ \(1_F)(1+Ts'(2Ts-5T~))_ -Tal 6 60t'~ ZI 

~ (2Tsa+2l/T~+2TsT22-3T~3 T3'T,(4Ts-3t'~) )1 
- (zs+.F 3 ) 60T~ - 720 Zl \. 

For shortness I replace the expresbions which only depend on the 
intervals of time by single letters, putting 

T,2 (2T~-5Ts) 
A, 3 = ----:--

- 60Ts 

A _ 't's' (2Ta-5T.) 
32 - 601

2 

-::T, 3-2r/Ts-2T,T/+3Ts 3 
B 2 3 = 60T

s 

-2Ts s-2Ta'1',-2TsT, 2+3T, 3 
B32=-----~-~-~~ 

60t', 

1', 'l's (4'l',-3Ts) 

C23 = 720 
t'3

2'l', (4Ta - 31',) 
C,1.2 = 720 . 

then the equation, solved with respect to na, yields for this reJation 
the following expression : 

l's 1 + A32Z1 + B:l.2 Z 3 + C32Z1 Z3 +R 
na = -- X ó • 

1, 1 + A2 3Z I + B 23 Z2 + C 21 Z I Z2 
(I) 

The remainder Iló contains the quantities Fó' J., Fa and Ja; fol' 
these I 5et, in order to form the value of Iló in the 5th order 
with respect to the intervals of time, Jó = Ko T ao, F. = Ko 1',0, 

Js = 30 Ko 't'a 4 and F3 = 30 Ko T2·; I then find: 

Ró = ! Ko (T,· - T,3 Ta - 1',' 't's' - T, 't'a 3 + 't'S4) Ta ('t', - ra)' 

As the root of 'the 4 th power equation 1-- tV - .e' _.v3 +.v4 = 0 
lies between zero and 1, viz . .v = 0,5806, the terms of the 5th order 
will vanish from the residnal, if 't's = 0.5806 T,. 

We obtain the eorresponding approximation for n l when we derive 
an expression from that for n3 by interchanging everywhere the 
indices 1 and 3, hence: 

't'l 1 + Al2 Z3 + B 1 2 Zl + Cl.2 Z3 Zl 
n l =- X ... (II) 

't', 1 + A2.1 Z3 + B 2•1 Z2 + C2•1 Z3 Z2 

The meaning of the new letters agrees with the rules for the 
interchange of the indices 1 and 3. 
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A _ t'1~ t2T1 - 5T,) 
1.2 - 601'2 

- 21'1
3-2t'1' t'2-2T1 1',' +31',3 

B1.2 = 60 t'2 

C _ t'l' t', (41'1 --3T,) 
'1.2 - 720 

In the remaindel' whieh be]ongs to this expression fOI' nl> the term 
of' tbe 5tb order: 

t La (1',4_1',3 1:'1-1'/ 1'1'-1:', 1'1 3 +1:'1 4) '\,'1 (1',-1'1) 
wiU vanish if t'1 = 0.5806 t'" therefore the term ean never vanish 
at the same time for n1 and for na' 

triangle PZPs La occurs as coefficient of 1:'o)n the development of. 1 P ZP 
tnang e 1 a 

in ascending powers of l' = k (ta-t), while 1(. indicates the coefficient 
triangle PlZP 

of 1'6 in the development of t' 1 P Zp' where the variabIe l' 
rlang e 1 a 

means k (t-t1). , 

If the first of these developments were performed in powel's of 
k (t-ta) = - 1', th ere would exist between each pair of cOl'responding 
coeffieients a re]ation implying that Hs sum with l'egard to 1', would 
be of one order higher than tbe coefticients themselves. Therefore, 
lleglecting terms of higher order than the 5111 , we may assume that 
the coefficients 1(. and L. are identical in absolute value, yet differ 
in sign. 

Of a similal' relation I have made use on p. 755, where in the 
l'emainders of the 4th order I assumed the coeffieients identica1. In 
the new expressions for n1 and na we ean now, by putting Lo=-1(o, 
derive the following value for the remainder of the 5th order of nl +n3 : 

~ KB t'lT,1'a (Tl-Ta) (21'/ + 1:'lTa)' 
Therefol'e when the intervals of time are equal, the error in 

n1 + na is of the 6tIJ order. 
lf according to the indicated method we include the terms of the 

3
'd I' triangle P,ZP1 na 

4th order, we find for the ! re atlOn -------:
triangle PaZP, n l 

n 3 _ 1:'a X 1 + Aa IZ2 + Ba.lZa + Ca.IZ2Za 

n1 - t'l 1 + AUZ2 + Bl.azl + CI3Z~Zl' 
and with it as remainder of the Gth order 

1:' + 1 K • ....!T,'(ra
4 + 1"8

31:'1 - Ta'1:'l' + 1'31:'1 3 + 1'14) 
t'l 

. . (III) 

From one of the examples from GAUSS' Tlteoria fl1otus, (Libr. Ir, 
Sect. 1 cc. 156-158) I have computed the 3 relations according to 
the formulae !, II and UI. The rigorously correct values of those 
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l'elations ano the l'eslllts of GIBBS' expressions for this example I 
bol'l'oW from P. HARZER'S Bl!stimnnmg und Verbesser7jJng der Bahnenvon 
Hirnrnelsl.:ó·1'Pe1'n nac/t clrei Beobachtungen p. 8. I) 

The heliocentric motion of the planet Pallas was from the 1 st to 
the 3<1 obsel'vation 22°33'. 

log TI = 9.8362703 log T~ = 0.0834631 log Ta = 9.7255594 
log '\ = 0 3630906 log 1', = 0.3507163 log T 3 = 0.3369508 

These val lies for log rare also taken frOlll HARZER and differ a 
little fl'om t110se according to GAUSS. 

Results fol' log n l and for 
Gmns 9.7572961 GIBBS 

fOl'mula '11 9.7572928 fOl'mula I 
rigol'ons 9.7572923 rigol'ous 

n3 Formnla 111 yields: log - = 9.8907237. 
n] 

log na 
9.6480108 
9.6480t67 
9.6480201. 

With the given logarithms agree the following values: 
n l na na: n1 

l'igorons 0.5718634 0.4446518 0.7775491 
f.1I 0.5718641 f. I 0.4446484 f.1I1 0.7775418 

differences - 0.0000007 + 0.0000034 + 0.0000073 
From the expressions given for the l'emainders of the 5th order 

I calculatecl that they are in (he ratio of- 9, + 72 and + 140. Ifwe 
compal'e these numbers with the residnàJs, jt appears that fol' OUl' 
example they would vanish to the 7~h decimal if we sncceeded 
in including also lhe terms of the 5th order in the expl'essions. 

As to the cn.lculation of the quantities A and B dependent on 
Tl' T" and Ta' I remark th at it may be pel'fol'med quickly if we modify 
these forms in the following _way : 

Ta (1 Tl' 1 Tl~) Tl ! 1 T~ ~ 1 ( Tl~) 1 A12 =-- <)-+-- B J•2 =+- ---- Tl+t'~+-
10 '"' TH 3 T~ 10 2 Tl 3 T~ 

Ta (lT2
2 lT/) .T'IITl' 1(' 7:~')1 

A2.1 = - 10 2-;:- - 3~ B2.1 = -;- 10 2-:;:- - 3 Tl +7:,+~ \ 
A32 =_2(;Ta2 

+~Ta2) B3.2 =+2.\~7:2'_~(T,+T8+7:8')1 
10 2 Tl 3 7:, 10 l2 7:a 3 7:, \ 
7:1 (1 T,' 17:/) T, \1 Ta' 1 ( 7:")l .1h.3 = - 10 2 -;:- - 3 -;:- B~.3 = + ïO 12 -;:- - 3 7:,+7:8 +-;:- I 
T, (1 Ta~ 1 Ta~) 7:0 11 Tl~ 1 ( 7:/)1 A3. l = -- - -- + -- Ba.l = + - ë)- + - 7:1-7:8+-
10 2 T~ 3 Tl 10 ... 7:s 3 7:1 

T2 (lT12 lTI ') 7:1\lT8~ l( .TI~)I A l .. 3 = --- ,-+:-- Bi3 = + - --+ - 7:a - T l+-
10 2 T, .\ TB 10 (2 7:1 3 TI 

1) Publicalion der Sternwarte in Kiel, XI. 


